IB Key Concepts
How does it work?
Change is a process of movement from one
state to another; it is universal and inevitable.
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a wayor
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which
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How important is ________?
How do they work together?
What do we use _________ for?
Why do we ________?
How do we use ________?
How or why does it ________?

How do we know?
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the evidence we have considered.

We are not passive observers of events. We can
and must make choices and, by doing so, we can
make a difference.

How
How can
can the
the study
study of
of ___
___ help
help us
us learn
learn about
about ___?
___?
What
does
this
tell
us
about
_______?
What does this tell us about _______?
How
How did
did you
you reach
reach your
your conclusion?
conclusion?
What
What evidence
evidence do
do you
you have
have to
to support
support _____?
_____?
What
source
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was
What source of information was most
most valuable?
valuable?
How
How does
does _____
_____ help
help us
us understand
understand _____?
_____?

What is it like?

What are the points of view?

Everything
form
with recognizable
Everything
has a has
formawith
recognizable
features which
features
whichidentified,
can be described
observed,
can
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categorized.

Knowledgeisis not
not constructed
from
perspectiveof
Knowledge
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What is…?
What are…?
What kind of…?
What is it like?
What patterns to you see?
How do you describe…?

Does _____ look the same if _____?
How do people of other cultures ______?
What different ways can we look at ______?
Does anyone have a different way of
explaining/doing __________?
Can we agree/disagree respectfully?

described and categorized.

How is it connected to other things?

Why is it the way it is?

Welive
liveininaa world
world of interacting
the
We
interactingsystems
systemsininwhich
which
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affects
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Things
do notdo
just
there are
casual
Things
nothappen;
just happen.
There
arerelationships
causal
relationships
atand
work
and actions
have consequences.
at work
actions
have consequences.

How is _____ connected to _____?
How is _____ related to _____?
How does _____ help us understand _____?
What are the similarities or differences
between ______ and ______?

How did this begin?
What caused this to happen?
How did _____ lead to _____?
What influenced…?
How did _____ affect _____?

